Faculty International Student Workshops

Hardin Valley Campus

Tuesday, February 16th at 3-4:30pm AL 206
Managing expectations between faculty, staff and International students
  a. Discuss perception of International student issues and service expectations,
  b. Cultural differences that can cause confusion/misunderstandings

Wednesday, February 17th at 12-1:30pm AL 206
Managing expectations between faculty, staff and International students
  c. Discuss perception of International student issues and service expectations,
  d. Cultural differences that can cause confusion/misunderstandings
  e. Also discuss International Student trends on a national scale vs. Pellissippi State: Why are International Students so important to a college campus?

Monday, March 14th at 12-1:30pm AL 104
Managing an International Classroom: How to anticipate and handle cultural differences that may affect course content and the classroom experience.

Thursday, March 17th at 2-3:30pm GN 141
Managing an International Classroom: How to anticipate and handle cultural differences that may affect course content and the classroom experience.

Thursday, April 14th 3-4:30pm AL 206
Discrimination issues and review of reporting process.
Anticipating and Managing Disruptive Behavior: Is it cultural or disrespectful?

Friday, April 15th  2-3:30pm AL 206
Discrimination issues and review of reporting process.
Anticipating and Managing Disruptive Behavior: Is it cultural or disrespectful?